Subject: Limited time offer for Doji Master Subscribers to Save $2755 today!

But you must hurry. This offer expires at midnight on April 7, 2005.

Dear Doji Master Subscriber,

I have something exciting that I want to share with you!

Just last week we took a 148% gain on half of our Adobe calls in two days. And that was on top of the 59% on the first half of the Adobe calls in just three trading hours.

The trade on the Adobe April 65 calls was issued at around 3 PM. At the time, the stock was down about 10 cents, giving us a great entry price of US$1.45.

By 10:45 the next morning, those calls were up to US$2.50 where members were advised to sell half the position for a 59% gain in less than 3 trading hours thanks to blow out earnings, an increased forecast, and an early morning upgrade.

Here's what subscriber M.P. had to say:

"Ian, another great call... Made over 45% gain on the call in less than 24 hours, you just can't beat that."

And this one from L.P...

"Hi Ian, Great Call! In at $1.65, out at $2.50, a quick 51%. Thanks."

And my friend, I assure you this is just the beginning. We’re just getting warmed up...gigantic profits are still to come in 2005. I am looking at half a dozen trades right now. Screening for those that will be our next big winner. But in order to get in on the amazing profits... you must continue as a Doji Master subscriber!

PLEASE DON’T MISS OUT! The only way you can guarantee your chance to rake in millions is to extend your Doji Master membership for the next 12 months.

And in a minute, I'll tell you how to do just that...

I’l even tell you how you can save $2755 on your subscription renewal. And the best offer you’ll see in 2005!

But first, let me tell you why savvy investors from around the world are lining up to invest millions on Doji Master trades.
Made A Whopping 155.56% Return In Just One Day

... with DST Systems. And that’s on top of gains on

- AK Steel Holding Calls 70% in 4 days
- National City Copper Calls 100% in 5 days
- China Ishares/Xinhua China 25 25% in 2 days
- UMAC 50% in 2 days
- UMUAV 30.77% in 2 days
- UABBZ 21.62% in 3 days
- UABBG 25.00% in 3 days

Or how about NOCAL?

In on Dec 4 and out on Dec 10th for an easy 166.67% gain!

And here’s something to think about: Do you realize that for a major league baseball player to be considered elite he has to hit around .300? He has to connect only 30% of the time. “Just” 30%!!!! That's mind-boggling!

But not us: we hit it out of the ball park with our exclusive Stone Cold Profit Predator System at an astounding 72.2% percent clip.

So when you do the math we’re accurately rounding the bases at around 77%. I hope you took advantage of those winning trades. And even if you didn’t, it’s not too late to put you on the path to real wealth. That’s right...

You Can Still Profit Right Now!

And that’s because I expect this hot streak to continue in 2005-2006— and beyond. It’s nice to have a system that works day in and day out, isn’t it?

And make no mistake: up market... down market... sideways. It doesn’t matter! We make money because-we-have-the-edge!

WHICH IS WHY I WANT YOU ON BOARD. Extend your membership now for the next 12 months and save $2755!

Listen: I know you’re a savvy trader who knows a great deal when they see it, but I also know you recognize that to consistently profit with the trading we do...

It’s Not Just How You Start ... BUT How You Finish

Because we’re definitely NOT investors! No, we’re a special breed. In fact, compared to other traders we have ice in our veins. No buy and (yawn) holds here. We don’t even hold positions for months. We’re in and then out.
There’s no getting around it: we like the action and we PROFIT IMMENSELY when fear permeates the market. Others call it hell… we call it home. *Doji Masters see their prey, take action, and reap the rewards... now!*

Just look how well we’ve done in the first quarter of 2005:

- 60.71% gains on SYKCI
- 37.35% gains on RUPCN
- 45.95% gains on MFECE
- 46.43% gains on BHQBH
- 46.88% gains on TOLBB
- 42.31% gains on AHGBZ
- 50% gains on MWDDL

Don’t believe me? Just read about the profits other thrilled *Doji Master* subscribers have to say:

**Nabs 40% PROFITS—with borrowed money!**

“I'm recently unemployed and have never done any trading in my life. I joined your publication the first week of January. My investment capital consisted of $6k dollars that I borrowed. Thanks to your recommendations I've made 40% profits so far. Extremely pleased with your audacity. Many, many, thanks!

A. Barron

**Saves Own Financial Life With Double Digit Gain**

“So far, these have been the best trade movements in the psychologically (and financially) most important 1st week after initiation that I remember in my 8 years of trying too many services and methods of my own to remember. It is getting to the point where to have a good week, which I'm expecting, I have to take a double digit gain. If you can keep this up, you'll have saved my financial life and have a dedicated Doji disciple!

Bruce W.

**Crunches Numbers: 1,346.01% Annualized RETURN!**

“I was able to get into the Jan 2005 75 Call @ $0.75 and out at 1.00 - which calculates to a nice 29.50% gain in 8 days. I think that annualizes to an APR of 1,346.01%. If we could repeat that for the next 357 days! I'm impressed - keep up the good work!“

Rick M.

**Makes 32% Literally Overnight!**

“Hi! Thanks for the great tip. Got in at 1.40 and out at 1.85, a 32% overnight gain!! Not bad for the first trade with your recommendations!“

Terry M.

‘Settles’ for 45% Profit!

“On Dean, in at $2.50, out a bit late of your announcement at $3.70, darn only a 45% profit! Thanks, Doji is looking good.”

Michael T.
45% gain in less than 24 hours

"Ian, another great call. Made over 45% gain on the [ADBE] call in less than 24 hours. You just can’t beat that.”
M.P.

One-Day 50% Deal

"It’s been a while since I’ve seen a one-day 50% deal, and my account balance up $7,350 in a day. Pays for Doji for... hmmm... 10 years or more? This is my first Doji trade. Just subscribed a short time ago.”
Lance B.

In at 0.80, out at 3.00, and all in only 3 days...

"I couldn’t resist taking a 275% profit on the Ryland calls this morning. I put in a limit order at 3.00. The stock rallied and I got filled. In at 0.80, out at 3.00, and all in only 3 days... Great trade.”
Mark J.

Exciting, isn’t it? Presently Doji Master has some puts and calls open in 2005 that are shaping up quite nicely.

I don’t want you to miss out on them and the other big potential gains that are just around the corner. So I’ll make this easy for you...

A Whopping 73% Savings off YOUR Membership Renewal!

Renew now for a year for only $995! According to my no-nonsense publisher this is definitely a very “limited time offer.”

Not to mention that subscribers that join now at $3750—might NOT get this exceptional 73% savings when it’s time for THEIR renewal.

But no worries here: because you’re guaranteed the $995 renewal rate RIGHT NOW!

Immediately SAVE $2755 in Cold-Hard-Cash.

And with my trusty indicators telling me that we’re about to enter into a “real sweet spot” in the market -- this means YOU can use this future saved cash for trades—right now!

Just think: For less than $100 a month you won’t have to deal with any renewal increase PLUS you’ll have peace of mind knowing that you won’t kick yourself later for passing up on this substantial SAVINGS BONUS!

And rest easy: I’ll continue to do my due diligence with our “take-no-prisoners” Stone Cold Profit Predator System in helping you make big money.
You’ll continue to get our **FREE** Daily Email Service, American Capitalist, and Free Alerts and Updates that’ll give you up-to-the-minute entry and sell information. What could be better?

**Extend your subscription today!**

Yours truly,

Ian L. Cooper

**The Doji Master**

P.S. The annual rate for *Doji Master* membership is normally $3,750. As a *Doji Master* Member, you can extend your subscription today for just $995. But this is a **limited** offer! Please act now!

**TO RENEW CLICK HERE (insert link)**